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The NEW MEXICO LAW REVIEW published three issues totalling 835 printed pages during 1982-83. Topics covered included pretrial detention, voluntary manslaughter, the ERA and the court, and the annual survey of New Mexico law.

[Student] Editor-in-Chief of the Spring 1982 and Winter 1983 issues was Sarah Curry Smith, with Martha C. Dabney, Lead Articles; Matthew Holt, Processing; Paul E. Houston, Notes & Comments; and Jill Adams and Jocelyn Torres, Supervising Editors.

[Student] Editor-in-Chief of the Spring 1983 issue, and also co-editing with the above named editors on the Winter 1983 issue, was Shannon L. Donahue. Other editors working on the Winter and Spring 1983 issues were Roberta M. Price, Lead Articles; P. Todd Heisey, Managing; Nancy Augustus Hertz, Notes & Comments; and Darrel Jiles and Daniel E. Ramczyk, Supervising.

1982-83 saw the beginning of an agreement whereby the State Bar of New Mexico pays part of the printing costs of the Spring (Survey of New Mexico Law) issue which is then distributed to every member of the State Bar.

Members of the State Bar who contributed articles were: Eric Isbell-Sirotkin, Bruce R. Kohl, and Larry S. Noving, Spring 1982; Phyllis A. Dow, Winter 1983; and Gerard P. Dumas, Nancy Hollander, Robert Jacobvitz, William Booker Kelly, David H. Kelsey, Thomas J.

School of Law faculty writing for publication were: James W. Ellis, Karl Johnson, Ruth Kovnat, Pamela B. Minzner, J. Michael Norwood, Mario E. Occhialino, Theodore Parnall, Leo M. Romero, Robert L. Schwartz, Luis G. Stelzner, and Lee E. Teitelbaum.